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ABSTRACT

Ashwad, Muhammad Ridho.2019. An Analysis Of Educational Values in “The
Rewrite Movie” by Marc Lawrence, English Education Study Program, Sarjana
Degree (S1), Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, University Muhammadiyah
Palembang. Advisor (1) Sri Yuliani, S.Pd.,M.Pd. (II) Andriamella Elfarisyah S.Pd.,
M. Pd.

Keywords: Analysis Educational Value, Movie.

In this study the researcher chose “The Rewrite” movie, this movie is chosen to
analyze the important of educational values as a part of our life. There is a research
problem proposed. (1) what is the educational values of seen in “The Rewrite” movie
in all of education. The methodology of the study is qualitative study. It is mean that
is does not need statistic approach to explore the material. In this paper the
researcher, research about educational values in “The Rewrite” movie. Qualitative
research is a search of which the data written or oral word are descriptive analyzed.
The primary data is taken from audiovisual (movie) and script from “The Rewrite”
movie. The secondary data is taken from many literary books and some relevant
materials to support and complete the primary data sources. The result of this study is
there are some educational values in “The Rewrite” movie, for examples: optimist,
confident, peace, respect, honesty, brave, love and affection as human society.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents : (1) background, (2) problem of the study, (3)

limitation of the problem, (4) forumulation of the problem, (5) objective of the

study, and (6) significance of the study.

1.1 Background

Language is the one of  important aspects in human daily life, it is used as a

tool to communication with other people. According to Amberg & Vause (2010),

language is foremost a means of communication, and communication almost always

takes place within some sort of social context. This is why the effective

communication requires an understanding and recognition of the connections

between a language and the people who use it (p.2). Based on the quotation above,

it means that people need language to share informations to others in order to have a

good relationship among them for communication. Communication between people

not only to enable them, but also it developed their relationships both in spoken and

written.

In learning English, people should be able to master the four  language skills

of English, they are listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Learning English also

should cover some language components, they are structure, vocabulary, spelling

and pronunciation. All of those skills and language components are connected each

other to improve the ability of English in learning. If one of them is ignored, it will
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influence the other skills in English. The four skills must be mastered by the

students in order that they get good competency by using language. In Indonesia,

government has chosen English as a first foreign language to be taught in schools

and it is from Elementary School until Universities.

In otherwise that language element  is literature which is used as a thing to

develop our perception about language. Literature is one of the important things for

human’s work of arts to make it good on poetry, prose, novel and movie that have

an element of entertainment to give some distributions in our life. Eagleton (2006)

states that literature is not a way of knowing reality but a kind of collective Utopian

dreaming which has gone on throughout history, an expression of those fundamental

human desires which have given rise to civilization itself, but which are never fully

satisfied there (p.80). Additionally, literature is the work of art which can be

watched or listened on a performance as drama and also movie.

For this case, the researcher analyzed educational values in this research.

The functions of education perhaps the most important function of education is

socialization. If the people need to learn the education values they need to function

it in society, then education was a primary vehicle for such learning. Education  was

conscious and plan of effort to create an atmosphere of learning and the learning

process that learners are ectively developing their own potentials to have the

spiritual power of religion, self-control personality, intelligence, noble character, as

well as the necessary skills themselves, society the nation and country. Heise,

Meyer, (2004) states that education is used to mean programmes of learning with
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general objectives relating to the personal development of the learner and his/her

acquisition of knowledge (p.325). So, this notion implies that education starts since

the human being on earth.

Morever, Halstead and Taylor (2000) state that value is the principles and

fundamental conviction which act as general guides to behavior the standards by

which particular actions are judged as good or desirable (p.3). The researcher can

conclude that educational value is a term in logic that a principle or action or

character of human is true or false, right or wrong and good or bad to everyone who

has values and they should be keep it well.

Nowdays, the development of audiovisual technology and information media

can influence the lifestyle changing of society. Radio, TV, DVD and VCD players

are some examples of electronic devices which become furniture at household. In

addition, that media can also be used to support the educational values as well as by

utilizing the movie as a means good learning instrument for the students. Movie is a

medium of education that can demonstrate to the human audio visual so people with

such a device would be easier to accept education from watch movie. Movie is a

form of entertainment that enacts a story by sound and a sequence of images giving

the illusion of continuous movement (http://www.definitions.ws/28383/movie,

acessed on 15 September retrieved 15.05).

From the movie, people will be easily persuaded by the actual content

presentation that engages audio visual sense so that messages in the movie will be

easy to arrive in people’s mind. One of the currently famous movie in 2014 was The
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Rewrite which directed by Marc Lawrence. This movie was interesting, good to

watch and many educational values can be taken by us. The genre of movie was a

comedy, the people watch this movie, they would be happy and fun. The researcher

decided to analyzed the Rewrite Movie which contained the aspects. The Rewrite

Movie contained many educational values which good to be analyzed such as

experiences, love, and friendship which were supported well by the characters in

this movie with their each characters personalities based on the dialogues of

conversations in the movie. Thus with explanation stated above, the researcher was

intrested in analyzing a movie in his research, entitled : “An Analysis of

Educational Values “The Rewrite” Movie Directed By Marc Lawrence”. Movie as

the one of the most attractive program on mass media, it should not only for the

entertainment but also should give the education for people.

1.2 The Problem of the Study

The problem of this research consisted of the limitation and formulation of

the problems. In this case, the problem focused on analyzing the educational values

of The Rewrite movie that directed by Marc Lawrence.

1.2.1 Limitation of  the Problem

The limitation of problem was the educational values in The Rewrite

Movie was directed by Marc Lawrence.
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1.2.2 Formulation of the Problem

In this research, the researcher formulated the problem in the following

question: “What are the educational values in The Rewrite movie that directed by

Marc Lawrence ?”

1.3 The Objective of the Problem

The objective of the problem was to find out the educational values in The

Rewrite movie directed by Marc Lawrence.

1.4 Significance of the Study

The results of the finding in this study are expected to provide the useful

information about the educational values. The significance of this study are :

1. For the Researcher

Hopefully, the result of this research can give the valuable informations to him

about an analysis of of educational values in movie and it can be used as a

contribution for adding his knowledge and understand how to analyze a movie well.

2. For the Readers

For the reader, this research can be useful in providing some knowledge about

educational values related conversation by the speakers found in “The Rewrite”

Movie. Also hopes that the result by the research were useful for all.

3. For the Next Researcher

The researcher hoped, the next researcher can be develope more about this movie

and be usefull to read it instead.
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